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01. WINNERS RELATE (INTRO) 
 
[Intro: Les Brown] 
See if you know what your life work is 
I encourage you to start working on it 
If you can't do it all at one time, do just a little bit of it 
And if you don't know what it is that you showed up to do 
If you don't know why you're here 
I encourage you to find out what your purpose is here 
What is the meaning of your life?  
What will be different? 
Have you ever asked yourself that question?  
And I say to you that if you begin to take a conscious effort  
To find out what it is that you're supposed to do 
I say that it can literally save your life!  
 
[Verse 1: GR] 
I'm on the road to be great 
I use my mind to create 
It's a give and a take 
Only the winners relate 
The vision's innate 
Cause it's a godly trait 
You need the haters to hate 
But the strong will dominate  
Discipline and ambition is hard to debate 
Everyday a black man gets sprayed with mase 
I'm trying to change my fate 
Can't snooze or sleep late 
Early morning calisthenics while I listen to Ma$e [Harlem!]  
Burn a thousand calories before you start your day 
I'm an educated brother, graduated from Pace 
You got an iPhone 7 with a brand new case 
I'm an entrepreneur, couple millie in the safe 
Stand back, pay attention, let me do my thing 
Spit legendary tales from Broad and Spring 
From the town of Sing Sing, I got something to bring 
Went from pawn to rook, now you can crown me king 
Needed freedom to dream 
Skinny nigga on the scene 
Machete in my jeans 
Tarrytown to White Plains 
Escaped so many things  
Traveled so many lanes 
Numb to all the pain 
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[Radio tuning] 
Yo, yo, yo! What are you doing? 
Hold on, hold on! I just wanna hear something real quick. 
 
[Outro: Kevin Liles and GR] 
I don't want it fast 
Anybody that gets it fast has a problem with making it last  
Real talk 
Period 
Bruce Spring-  
I'm talking about the greatest...Beyonce!  
Go to the greatest ones 
They all got that longevity story 
It did not happen overnight 
I don't wan-  
By the way I'm afraid for it to happen overnight 'cause  
I don't know what that is 
Nothing happens overnight 
Kendrick Lamar...didn't happen overnight 
You can act like you just knew about it 
J Cole...didn't happen overnight 
 
You always on this motivational shit, man...damn! 
My bad, my bad. Let's get back to the music.  
--- 
 
CREDITS 
DJ Ozzy – Chapter Mix Intro 
DJ Rod Roc vs Digital Martyrs 
Source: SoundCloud 
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02. PASS THE TEST 
 
[Intro: GR] 
Yeah! 
This GR  
For George Robert Universe 
Here's a little story that needs to be told 
About a young little boy who was seven years old 
Got beat by his Pops ‘til he ripped his flesh 
Early in life he had to pass the test  
 
[Verse 1: GR] 
Pops locked the door 'cause I came in late 
It was cold outside, I need a place to stay 
I was out on James Street sleeping in the staircase 
These are childhood memories I can't erase 
Let the truth be told buried in the concrete 
Need a key for the fridge to get food to eat 
I used stand in the lunchroom begging for change 
Right there at the register, no shame in my game 
Been fighting for my life since seventy-five 
Numb from the pain, no tears to dry 
I had a lotta anger that I learned to hide 
I became two people like Jekyll & Hyde 
If I split my soul then maybe half could survive 
I've been down for the count but I never gave up 
I never gave up, a nigga never gave up 
Never gave up, a nigga never gave up 
School of hard knocks is a harsh reality 
Dealing with pain - an everyday formality 
Paternal abuse - where's the fucking humanity?  
I wrote this song so you can gain some clarity 
 
[Bridge: GR] 
I pledge allegiance to my success 
I will always move forward in life with no regrets 
I am a spiritual being having a human experience, nothing less  
I acknowledge that challenges along the way are only part of the test 
My creative senses are gifts for every season 
Imagination, Intuition, Memory, Perspective, Will and Reason 
Relatives are inherited but I get to choose my family 
And I will choose wisely  
[Choose wisely!]  
My life is a masterpiece 
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[Verse 2: GR]  
At the age a twenty-one a young woman had a son  
With a man from Panama who didn't want a south paw  
So he tied the boy's left to force the right hand to draw 
Superstition or religion?  
I was raised in this condition 
Imagine the confusion 
What an ignorant decision 
Creatively imprisoned 
Now my spirit has arisen  
From the bullshit I lived in 
Tough times gave me wisdom 
Ain't no time for dissin’ 
Now I'm focused on a mission 
Every month I earn a million 
Need a couple pots to piss in 
Couple cars for the dippin' 
Couple sinks for the kitchen 
Black queen for the kingdom 
Yeah! 
Black Queen for the kingdom 
Yo, I'm the one in a million  
Making moves with precision  
Like a laser beam incision 
Cause I'm clear with my vision 
There's no difference in opinion 
I'm an eagle to a pigeon 
Hero to a villain 
Universally appealing 
Turn dreams into billions 
With the thoughts that I'm revealing 
Now you know I'm winning 
Number one in my division 
Elevation is a given 
Let the bells keep ringing 
The Earth keep spinning 
George Robert in the building! 
--- 
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Redemption by The Passion HiFi  
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03. BARRY SANDERS 
 
[Hook: GR] 
I was raised in a different manner   
We had to look both ways for the prison planners 
And god forbid, god forbid there was hidden cameras  
We ran the ball, ran the ball like we Barry Sanders  
Ah huh, ah huh 
 
[Verse 1: GR] 
New York raised  
In the Golden Age 
Hilfiger the phase 
Sing Sing's the maze  
Butterfly the blade 
For the coming of age 
Caught in the haze  
From the weed a blaze 
Learn the plays  
In couple a days 
Hut one! Hut two! 
Here's a bullet for you  
Turn right, turn left 
Outrun the fools 
Different rules  
Whatchu want me to do  
There's couple a ways you can make the grade 
Even the days got odds to face 
An apple a day keeps the doc away 
Live in the apple, get bit in the face 
Hard to the core 
Cut to the chase 
No time to waste 
We gotta game to play, yeah! 
[Broad Ave] 
School's delayed 
[Edward Street] 
We gotta game to play 
[Park School] 
Huh 
[State Street and Nelson Park] 
 
[Hook: GR] 
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I was raised in a different manner   
We had to look both ways for the prison planners 
And god forbid, god forbid there was hidden cameras  
We ran the ball, ran the ball like we Barry Sanders  
Ah huh, ah huh [2x] 
 
[Outro: Barry Sanders] 
I’m that kid that always dreamed about playing football 
And was just simply giddy to be able to have the  
High school, college, and pro career that I had.  
 
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: David vs Goliath by Franky Vybe 
Source: AudioMack 
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04.  SOCIAL MEDIA (INTERLUDE) 
 
[Intro: GR] 
(Tri-tone alerts) 
Oh my god!  
He liked my pic! 
Lemme see 
Yo, hold up lemme check my status, girl 
Lemme check my status 
Word? Word?  
Yeah that's crazy 
Yo, see what that chic is about B 
Yo, get off the phone man! 
 
[Verse: GR] 
Twitter, Instagram, Snapchat, Facebook 
Who's giving you like who's giving you a look 
Catch a fish with a bait, put the bait on a hook 
Lost in the sauce, burn the food that you cook [Ahhhh!] 
Follow me, follow you, who's following who 
Friends unfollow friends, keep the statuses true  
Is that's your girl? I dated her too [Damn nigga] 
Get your followers up, ain't no time for feeling blue  
Get paid for a post like the hustlers do [cha-ching!] 
Big brother's taking notes tracking all that we do 
Put your life on blast 
Put your life on blast 
Put your life 
Put your life 
Put your life on blast! 
I got a million followers, son!  
Ha ha! 
Do it for the gram 
Do it for the gram 
Yeah, do it for the gram 
Do it for the gram 
Do it for the gram 
Yeah, do it for the gram!  
Do you have something profound to say  
With one hundred forty characters or less?  
At George Robert 
No, no, no  
George underscore Robert 
Oh shit! I'm getting a phone call  
Yo, you got a charger? 
I just need some juice man  
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Like ten minutes B 
A'ight  
Facts 
Good looking 
Times up! 
--- 
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Keep Fallin by The Passion HiFi 
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05.  FUNKDUBIOUS (DEDICATION) 
 
[Intro: GR] 
I like this 
Classic 
Microphone check, one two, one two 
Check it out y'all!  
Check it out y'all 
Microphone check, one two, one two 
Check it out y'all! 
Check it out ya'll! 
 
[Verse: GR] 
I'm on some cool shit 
Smooth shit, groove shit 
I keep it calm and collected like a Buddhist is 
Got you covered like a baby in a uterus 
I been rocking since the nineties, Funkdubious 
You can tell I'm a pure rap enthusiast 
Haters hate for no reason, it's gratuitous 
Never ran from a man no matter who it is 
Cause I'm skilled with my hands like a pugilist 
Real hip hop is full a nutrients 
Shout out to the legends who influence this 
KRS, BDK, respect to Redman 
Rest in peace to Phife Dawg and the Duh Duh man 
 
[Outro: Do The Right Thing film by Spike Lee] 
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Uncle Doobie 20 Bag of 90’s HipHop Instrumentals 
Source: SoundCloud 
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06. GROWING TOUGH 
 
[Intro: GR] 
You're now tuned in 
To the sounds 
Of George Robert  
Universe 
Here we go! 
Here we go! 
 
[Verse: GR] 
Yo! 
Yeah, you know who this is 
I always handle my biz 
Work around the clock just to get the top 
George Robert Universe portfolio stock 
When I was coming up I used to hang on the block 
Drug dealers compete for hand to hand on the street 
I played football but couldn't get on the team  
My parents didn't know how to nurture my dreams 
They were all about work - nothing was free 
Instead running the field, got a job in retail 
Learned how to hustle before I got the muscle 
Used get fresh with a hundred dollar check 
At the barber every week so I could feel my best 
Compliments from the girls, they boosted my confidence 
Bagged a few dimes 
Niggas acknowledged it 
It was all so simple, cuban links in the rental 
I ninety-five North Star in the window 
Elevate like a harrier 
Success I married her 
Going over the barriers 
White hate is hilarious 
Executive marriages 
Brown babies in carriages 
Improving the averages 
Magical chalices 
Releasing the malices 
Macaroons out in Paris-es 
Outlasting the challenges 
Growing tough with the calluses 
Growing tough with the calluses 
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[Outro: GR] 
Yo!  
He said elevate like a harrier  
Do you know what that is?  
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: The Art of S by The Passion HiFi 
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07.  YKWF EXPLICIT 
 
[Hook: GR] 
Nod your head to the beat  
Like you gone do somethin  
Yeah 
Like you gone do somethin 
Nod your head to the beat  
Like you gone do somethin  
Yeah, yeah 
Like you gone do somethin 
Keep your ass in the back  
If you ain't doing nothin  
Huh  
If you ain't doing nothin  
Nod your head to the beat  
Like you gone do somethin  
Like you gone do somethin 
Grown man, grown woman  
So you know we fuckin  
Yeah, yeah  
And you know we fuckin  
Queen electable 
She's a dime collectable  
Yeah, the one at the festival  
Reputation impeccable  
Divine and delectable  
Makes her highly selectable  
 
[Verse 1: GR] 
Put some respect in your words  
Or get your dreams deferred  
It's what a woman deserves 
I take my time with the serve  
You gotta season the verbs 
And put the V in the swerve  
Let it all converge  
Conversation emerge 
You wanna see her twerk 
She wanna see you work 
Stay alive and alert 
She might give you the skirt  
The whole cake and dessert  
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Warm hug and a smirk 
With the physical perks 
Yeah!  
 
[Hook: GR] 
Nod your head to the beat  
Like you gone do somethin  
Huh, huh 
Like you gone do somethin 
Take your ass to the back  
If you ain't doing nothin 
If you ain't doing nothin 
Grown man, grown woman  
So you know we fuckin  
Huh, yeah 
Girl, you know we fuckin 
Huh, 
Yeah, you know we fuckin  
Check it 
 
[Verse 2: GR ] 
This is the highway to heaven  
I'm on the 287 
The Lex engine is revin' 
I got a date at eleven 
It's time to settle the score  
We never did it before 
I’ve been trained for war 
But we can build a rapport  
Let me open your door 
Put the roses on the floor  
Take you outta couture 
We can freely explore 
Feel it deep in your core 
Jazz hands on the wall 
Mic check on record 
Touch down on the call  
Hallelujah praise the lord 
Put the score on the board  
 
[Hook: GR] 
Nod your head to the beat  
Like you gone do somethin  
Yeah 
Like you gone do somethin 
Stand your ass in the back  
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If you ain't doing nothin  
Yeah, yeah 
If you ain't doing nothin 
Grown man, grown woman  
So you know we fuckin  
Yeah, yeah 
Girl you know we fuckin 
And you know we fuckin 
Yeah, Yeah 
So you know we fuckin  
And you know we fuckin  
And you know we fuckin  
And you know we fuckin  
 
[Verse 3: GR] 
Alternative medicine 
It's a natural adrenaline 
Got her shaking her skeleton  
With the passion I'm peddling  
All up in her element 
Long strokes for pleasuring 
She be riding my elephant  
Like an African legend 
A helluva specimen 
World record new precedence  
Respecting my eminence 
International gentleman 
---  
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Hurricane Song by CYNE Source: Grey Matter EP 
(purchased on iTunes)  
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08 WHATEVER I PLEASE  
 
[Intro]  
The levels  
We good?  
We good?  
Yeah  
 
[Verse: GR] 
Yo, yo, yo, 
It should be said for the record  
I got a global perspective  
My game is highly effective 
I took a pimping elective 
A rapping obsession  
And turned it into a blessing 
Made the final connection  
To voice over impressions  
Stacking the checks  
From paid studio sessions 
And every inflection 
It's like a money injection 
A sloppy detective  
I see you looking and checking 
True to my essence  
While I be juicing at 'Essen 
I got it down to perfection 
Put the G in progressive 
OD in the method 
Melanated complexion 
Handy perception 
Military inspection 
Alternating direction 
Caribbean connection 
You gotta respect it 
I'm like an early detection 
I over stand the deception 
Elevated expression 
The light in reflection 
I am the one with the message 
The personal reference 
Ugh! 
This the same ole me 
I just expanded my G 
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Being all I can be 
Came to seize the cheese 
And do whatever I please 
Making moves with ease 
Financially free 
Hanging out with Aziz 
Flying over the seas 
Plant a couple a trees 
Until I master the keys 
And then I'm gone with the breeze  
My legacy is complete  
Now I'm spiritually free  
Yeah! 
---  
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Buried by The Passion HiFi  
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09 AMERICANA  
 
[Intro: GR]  
Renaissance  
Renaissance  
Yeah  
Check the on point analysis  
The man above averages  
Multi-talented 
Trained with the savages  
Military narrative  
Americana alphabet  
Twenty-six characters 
The black rap activist  
 
[You're now tuned in to the sound of George Robert Universe]  
 
[Verse: GR] 
So many years of rejection 
Too many voices professing 
That black people are equal 
But we don't feel the affection 
I think it's time for confession 
We need an anti-depressant 
A change in direction 
Too many years of oppression 
And there's a global perception  
That white skin is so precious 
My skin is contested 
A white woman's protected 
Black man is arrested  
Incarcerated for breakfast 
The whole world is a witness 
How we supposed to forget this?  
Grand babies and sisters 
Gotta go through the distance  
Emasculation is vicious 
From back then to right now 
All I hear is pipe down 
It's a new millennium 
Internet hype now 
Here's a thing that you didn't know  
The black man's original 
We will find a way to break  
The system down to intervals 
Give 'em a taste of their own medicine! 
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I got a clever suggestion 
What if we match the aggression? 
Choke hold from the wrestling 
Bullet holes in your chest 'n 
A new form of protesting 
Cause ya'll ain't getting the message 
Political insurrection 
On this Earth or the next one 
The land in god we trust 
We came in ships and cuffs 
No time to adjust 
Rather them and not us 
Look at them under the bus 
Look how they scream and cuss 
Imperialist racism neutralize human wisdom.  
 
[Guitar outro]  
---  
 
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Geyser of Love by 13th Door Source: iTunes  
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10. MAKE IT HAPPEN  
 
[Intro: GR] 
You're now tuned in 
To the sounds 
Of George Robert 
Universe 
 
Ha ha ha! 
 
A one two, a one two, a one two  
Turn me up, turn me up 
A one two, a one two, a one two  
Turn me up, turn me up 
A one two, a one two, a one two  
Yeah!  
 
[Verse: GR] 
To make dreams come true  
You need the courage to do  
You need the courage to do 
You need the courage to do  
I eat plant-based foods  
And discipline every move 
I discipline every move 
I discipline every move 
When I focus on the good  
The good becomes greater  
The good becomes greater 
The good becomes greater 
I imagine the best  
And feel it deep in my heart 
I feel it deep in my heart 
I feel it deep in my heart 
 
[Chorus: GR] 
Go and get it  
If you want it 
If you want it 
Make it happen  
If you really really want 
I'm getting book my nigga 
I'm getting booked 
That's me on your tv now look 
And just a couple of years is all it took 
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Like a chef in the kitchen 
It's time to cook 
Go and get it  
If you want it 
If you want it 
Make it happen  
If you really, really want 
And when you get it  
Just be humble, don't flaunt it 
And when you get it  
Just be humble, don't flaunt it  
 
[Bridge: GR] 
Ain't no party  
Like a get it done party  
Get it done, get it done  
Alright (2x)  
 
Gotta get it  
Go and get it  
Ain't no party (4x)  
 
Ain't no party  
Like a get it done party  
Get it done, get it done  
Alright (3x)  
 
Ain't no party (2x)  
 
[Verse 2: GR] 
I'm up front like a doormat 
Auditions and callbacks 
I'm booking this work 
Voice-overs and all that 
Digital scans of the indigenous man 
Metaphysical plans  
For the imperial scams 
Taking care of my fam  
Before I kick in the can 
Just the man that I am 
That's why I'm building a brand 
Huh! 
Tumi brand for the luggage 
Wallet and the money clip  
Black and white on the gram 
Motivate your honey dip  
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Heh, heh, heh, heh, ha 
Yo, I'm getting book my nigga 
I'm getting book 
That's me on your tv now look 
And just a couple a years is all it took 
Like a chef in the kitchen 
It's time to cook  
 
[Chorus: GR] 
Go and get it  
If you want it 
If you want it 
Make it happen  
If you really really want it 
Go and get it  
If you want it 
If you want it 
Make it happen  
If you really really want 
And when you get it  
Just be humble, don't flaunt it  
And when you get it 
Just be humble, don't flaunt it  
 
[Outro: Kevin Hart & Tony Robbins]  
---  
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Redemtion by The Passion HiFi  
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11. GRATITUDE (OUTRO)  
 
[Intro: GR] 
Wow! 
Thank you for taking the time to listen to this project  
My heart is filled with gratitude 
Thank you for your support 
Your well wishes 
I appreciate it  
I appreciate it 
 
[Verse 1: GR] 
I'm one of a kind 
Carving out a design 
Barack Obama the rhyme 
Never on a decline 
Penetratin’ your mind 
Subject matter refined 
And the pleasure is mine 
Well alright! 
Intellectually giant 
Got it down to science 
Living life in compliance 
Universal Law 
The sign of the times 
Leave you mentally blind 
Fortify your mind 
Check it! 
I want my moms to retire 
Throw the bills in the fire 
Get away from the liars 
Family undivided 
Luxury is provided 
Go and live your desire 
It's your time to admire 
Grandchildren acquired 
Everything you aspire 
Neiman Marcus attire 
Reggae music the choir 
Cutting up the papaya 
Black woman messiah 
Fighting fire with fire 
Stay alive to the wire 
Nothing more to inquire 
Yeah, nothing more to inquire 
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[Outro: GR] 
At the age of twenty one a young woman had a son  
[Dougie!]   
Went from pawn to rook now you can crown me king 
[Ox!] 
I burn a thousand calories before you start your day  
[What up Wade!]  
Discipline and ambition is hard to debate 
[I see you Alani!] 
I came to seize the cheese and do whatever I please  
[I see you Junior!] 
Number one in my division, elevation is a given  
[Plum!] 
 
Choose wisely. 
---  
CREDITS 
Instrumental: Ignorant Shit by The Passion HiFi  


